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LESSON -1 SEASONS AND TIME 1. Equinoxes :- The apparent position of the sun during the earth’s revolution will be over the equator on March 21 and September 23. Hence length of day and night will be equal during these days on both the hemisphere. 2. Summer Solstice : - The sun will be vertically above the Tropic of Cancer on June 21. Longest day and shortest night are found in Northern hemisphere. 3. Winter Solstice :- The sun reaches vertically above the Tropic of Capricorn on December 22. This day is known as winter solstice. Longest day and shortest night are found in Southern hemisphere. 4. Perihelion:- The distance between the earth and the sun will vary continuously throughout the revolution. The day on which the sun and the earth are closest is known as perihelion. The day on which the sun and the earth are farthest is known as aphelion. 5. What are the reasons for the occurrence of seasons? Revolution, Parallelism of the earth’s axis and inclination of the axis. 6. Local time :- When the sun is vertically overhead, it is noon. The time estimated at each place, based on the apex position of the sun is termed as the local time. 7. Standard time :- The local time would be different at each longitude. It would create a lot of confusion. To solve this the longitude that passes through the middle of a country is selected as standard meridian. The local time at the standard meridian is the standard time. 8. Indian Standard Time:- The 82 ½° E longitude is considered as standard meridian of India. The local time along this longitude is generally considered as the common time of India. This is known as the Indian Standard Time. 9. Greenwich Time:The zero degree longitude is known as the Greenwich Meridian. Time is calculated worldwide is based on the Greenwich line. Hence this line is also known as Prime Meridian. The local time at the Prime Meridian is known as the Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 10. International Date Line :- 180° longitude is known as International Date Line. There is a difference of 24 hours on both sides of 180° longitude. So the travelers who cross 180° longitude from the east to the west calculate time by advancing one day. The travelers who cross the line from the west to east deduct one day. This line is not a straight line. Land area has been avoided along 180° longitude.
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11. Why is there an eastward increase and westward decrease in time? The rotation of the earth is from west to east. So the sun rises first in the eastern side and sunsets in the west on this basis there is an eastward increase and westward decrease in time.



LESSON -2 IN SEARCH OF THE SOURCE OF WIND 1. Atmospheric Pressure :- It is the weight of atmospheric air. The variations in the atmospheric pressure is the basic cause for wind. It is measured using an instrument called Mercury Barometer. It is recorded in units like Millibar (mb) and hectopascal (hpa). 2. Temperature, altitude and humidity are inversely proportional to atmospheric pressure. Justify? Temperature :- Like any other matter air also expands when it gets heated. The expanded air is less dense and hence it ascends. This leads to the lowering of atmospheric pressure. Altitude :- The rarification of air with altitude is the reason for the decrease in atmospheric pressure. It decreases with increasing altitude at the rate of 1mb per an altitude of 10 meters. Humidity :- Humidity refers to the quantity of water present in the air. Water vapour is lighter than air and hence it ascends. If the quantity of water vapour is more, then naturally the atmospheric pressure will be less. 3. Write the important global pressure belts? a) Equatorial Low pressure belt :- This is the zone where the sun’s rays fall vertically throughout the year. The air expands due to the Sun’s heat and rises up. Low pressure experienced throughout the year. Winds are very feeble here. It is also known as doldrum. b) Sub tropical High Pressure belt :- The hot air ascending from equatorial low pressure belt cools gradually and subsides at the sub tropical zone (30°N & 30° S) c) Sub Polar low pressure belt :- As this zone is close to the pole the air is colder here. Though the cold air remains close to the earth, the air is thrown up due to the rotation of the earth. As a result low pressure is experienced here (60°N & 60°S) d) Polar high pressure : This zone experiences service cold throughout the year. The air remains chilled and it is the reason for the high pressure experienced here (90°N & 90°S) 4. Write the factors which influence the speed and direction of wind? Pressure gradient force 2
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Coriolis force Friction 5. Coriolis Force :- Freely moving bodies get deflected in the southern hemisphere due to a force generated as a result of earth’s rotation. It is known as the coriolis force. 6. Ferrel’s law :- Admiral Ferrel Found that the winds in the northern hemisphere deflect towards their right and those in the southern hemisphere deflect towards their left due to the coriolis effect. It is known as Ferrel’s law. Name of Local wind



The area that blows Loo North Indian Plains Mango showers Kerala & Karnataka (South India) Kalbaisakhi West Bengal, Bihar, Assam Chinook Rockie mountain (North America) Harmattan Sahara desert (W.Africa) Foehn Alps (Europe) 7. Write the factors which are responsible for the formation of the monsoon winds? The apparent movement of the sun, coriolis force, Difference in heating of land and waterbodies 8. WINDS



Planetary Winds



Tradewind Easterlies



Periodic Winds



Local Winds



Westerlies



Monsoon Mountain



Sea breeze Land breeze



breeze, Valley



Loo Foehn



Kalbaisakhi



Chinook



9. Trade Winds :- It blows from sub tropical high pressure belts to equatorial low pressure belt. They are known as North east trade winds in Northern hemisphere and southeast trade winds in Southern hemisphere. 3
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Westerlies :-It blows from Sub tropical high pressure to sub polar low pressure belt. They are stronger in the southern hemisphere due to the vast expanse of oceans in the southern hemisphere. They are known as Roaring Forties (40°) Furious fifties (50°) and shrieking Sixties (60°) 10. Sea breeze:- During day time the land gets heated more quickly than the waterbodies. This leads to the formation of low pressure over the land and high pressure over the sea which causes the air blow from the sea. 11. Land breeze :- As the land cools faster than the sea during the night it would be high pressure over the land and low pressure over the sea. This results the movement of air from the land to sea. It is known as land breeze. 12. Mountain & Valley breeze :- During the day time the air in the valley gets heated up more than the air on the mountain tops. As a result the wind blows upslope from the valley (Valley breeze). During night the air in the mountainous regions cools due to the intense cold conditions there. As cool air is denser, it blows towards the valley (mountain breeze)



LESSON -3 HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA 1. Human Resource :- People who have the manpower which can be utilized in the production sector is called human resource. Many goods and services are necessary for improving human life. 2. How Can human resource be developed? It is the development of people’s physical and mental ability. It can be improved through education, healthcare & training 3. Size of population :- The total number of people residing in a country at a particular time is referred as size of population. 4. Demography :- The branch of social science that analyses the population, the changes in its size, its structural aspects etc is known as demography. 5. Need for population studies :1) It help the Govt. to quantitatively assess the different needs of the people. 2) Informs the availability of human resource 3) Depicts the extent of basic facilities required by the people. 4) Quantifies the goods & services required 6. Density of population :- It refers to the number of people per square kilometer area 4
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7. Population Growth : - The increase in the number of people in an area within a specific period of time. It indicated in terms of percentage. 8. Birth rate :- It is the number of live births per 1000 9. Death rate :- It is the number of deaths per 1000 10. Migration :- It is the settlement of people of a regions in another region 11. Population Structure (Age Structure) :- It is the classification of population into different age group (0-14 years, 15-59 years and 60 above) 12. Labour force participation :- It is the ratio of the population in the age group 15-59, who are either employed or actively looking for jobs. 13. Dependent group :- The age group of 0-14 years and 60 years and above are included in the dependent group. They depends on the working force of the country. 14. Sex ratio :- It is the number of females per 1000 males 15. Literacy rate :- It refers to the percentage of population that can read and write with comprehension 16. Name the projects implemented in India to develop education & Skills? 1) Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS) 2) Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA) 3) Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha Abhiyan (RMSA) 4) Rashtriya Uchthal Shiksha Abhiyan (RVSA) 17. Write the main problems existed in education Sector? Drop out from schools without completing primary education. Lack of availability of basic facilities in the education sector Quality of education has to be improved 18. What are the contributions of healthy persons in the progress of a country? a) Production increases with the increase in efficiency b) National resources can be utilized properly c) Medical expense can be reduced d) Economic development is possible through increase in production 19. Name the institutions for healthcare at different levels set up by govt? a) Medical colleges b) District Hospitals c) Community Health centres d) Primary Health centres e) Health sub centres 20. Life expectancy – It is the average number of years that a person lives.
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LESSON -4 TERRAIN ANALYSIS THROUGH MAPS 1. Topographic Maps - Large scale maps depict in detail all natural as well as manmade features on the earth’s surface. It contain undulations of the terrain, rivers, other water bodies, forest, agricultural land, villages, towns transport and communication systems. 2. Uses of topographic Maps a) To analyse the physical and the cultural features of the terrain b) For military operations c) To identify and study the natural as well as the cultural resources of a region as part of economic planning d) To understand land use pattern of a region and for urban planning 3. Conventional Signs and symbols – Various features on the earth’s surface are represented in topographic maps using internationally accepted colours and symbols. The maps prepared in one country can be easily understood and analysed by the people of another 4. Contour Lines – There are imaginary lines joining places having the same elevation above the sea level. 5. Form Lines – When it is difficult to measure the elevation of place through land surveys, the elevation is represented with the help of broken lines. 6. Spot height – It represent the actual height of a place by according the height in digits beside a black dot 7. Triangular height – It recorded in maps using symbol 8. Bench Mark – The height of reservoirs and prominent buildings are recorded with the letters BM.
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9. Eastings – There are North South lines. Their value increases towards the east for identifying a location we consider the value of the eastings immediately left to the geographic feature. 10. Northings – These are lines in the east west direction. Their value increases towards the north. For identifying location we consider the value of the northings immediately to the south of the feature. 11. What are the three things can be assessed from the contour lines in topographic maps? a) Altitude of a place b) Nature of the slope c) Shape of the landform 12. Intervisibility - If two places are mutually visible, that these places are intervisible. Intervisibility assessment is being applied for erecting electric posts, mobile towers, wireless transmission towers etc. 13. Marginal information of a toposheet – The general information given outside the margins in topographical maps such as toposheet number, name of the area, latitude & longitude value of northings and eastings scale of the map, contour interval, year of survey and publication and agencies in charge of the survey. 14. Physical features – All natural feature such as water bodies (rivers , streams, well, tube wells, springs) and different land forms are called physical features. 15. Cultural features – All manmade features such as settlements, roads, boundaries, places of worship, agricultural lands, post office police station and bridges shown in toposheets are called cultural features.



LESSON -5 PUBLIC EXPENDITURE AND PUBLIC REVENUE 1. Public expenditure :- Government undertakes many activities for the welfare of the people. Money is required for all these activities. The expenditure incurred by the Govt. is known as public expenditure. a) Developmental expenditure :- The expenditure incurred by the Govt. for constructing roads, bridges, harbours. Starting up new 7
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enterprises and setting up educational institutions are considered as developmental expenditure. b) Non – developmental expenditure :- Expenditure incurred by way of war, interest and pension are considered as nondevelopmental expenditure Public Expenditure



Developmental expenditure (Construction of road, bridges, harbours, new enterprises, educational



Non- developmental expenditure (War expenditure, interest, Pension, unemployment wage, flood relief fund)



2. Public Revenue :- The income of the Government is called Public Revenue . Taxes are the main source of income for the Govt. The person who pays tax is called tax payer. Public Revenue



Tax Direct tax



Indirect tax



Tax paid by the person on whom it is imposes tax burden is felt by the tax payer



Corporate tax personal income tax
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Non Tax



Tax imposed on one person and paid by another. Tax burden is not felt by the tax payer



Fees, Fine & Penalties, Grants, Interest, Profit



Customs duty value added tax Excise duty service tax
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3. Tax Imposed by Tax imposed by Central Govt. State Govt.



Corporate tax Personal income tax, union excise duty



Value added tax, Stamp duty, State excise duty, Land tax



Tax



imposed



by



Local self - Govt



Property tax, Professional tax, Entertainment tax



4. Value Added Tax : A product reaches the consumers through different stages value is added at each stage. 5. Excise duty :- Tax imposed at the production stage of a commodity 6. Customs duty :- It imposed on import and export of products. These are known as import duty and export duty. 7. Service tax :- It imposed on services. Eg:- Tax imposed on telephone services 8. Surcharge :- Additional tax imposed on tax 9. Cess :- Additional tax imposed by the govt for certain specific purpose. It will be discontinued when enough money is received. 10. Public debt Loans taken by the Govt. Public debt-loans taken by the Govt.



Internal debt



Loans are availed by the govt. from individuals and institutions within the



11.      9



External debt



Loans availed from foreign govt. and international institutions



Write the reasons for the increase in India’s Public debt? Increase in population Social Welfare activities Developmental activities Increase of health facilities High expenses in education sector Geography
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 Pension & Wages  Increased defence expenditure 12. Public Finance :- It is the branch of economics that relates to public income, public expenditure and public debt. 13. Budget :- It is the financial statement showing the expected income and expenditure of the govt. during a financial year (From April 1 to March 31)



BUDGET



Balanced Budget Income and expenditure are equal



Surplus Budget



Income is more than expenditure



Deficit Budget Expenditure is more than income



14. Fiscal Policy and its objectives :- Governments policy regarding Public Revenue, Public expenditure and Public debt is called Fiscal Policy. It influences a country’s progress. Objectives of Fiscal Policy  Attain economic stability  Create employment opportunities  Control unnecessary expenditure  Improve the infrastructure  Reduce social inequality  Make improvement in the production field
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LESSON -6 EYES IN THE SKY AND DATA ANALYSIS 1) Remote Sensing :- It is the method of collecting information about an object, place of phenomenon with the aid of Satellites without actual physical contact. 2) Sensors – Instrument used for data collection through remote sensing are called sensors. Camera and Scanners are sensors. 3) Compare active and passive remote sensing Remote Sensing



Passive remote sensing Remote sensing done with the help of solar energy



Active remote Sensing



Remote sensing done with the aid of artificial source of energy 4. Platform :- The surface on which the Camera or Scanner for data collection is placed is known as Platform. It can be placed on balloons, aircraft and satellite. 5. Remote Sensing (Based on Platform)
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Terrestrial Photography Capturing photographs of the earth’s topography from the earth’s



Aerial Remote Sensing



Satellite Remote Sensing



The continuous process of capturing photographs of earth’s surface using camera mounted on balloons or aircraft



6. What is the use of overlap in aerial photographs ?



It is the process of gathering information using the sensors mounted on satellite



In each aerial photograph nearly 60% of the places depicted in the adjacent photo is included. This is done for ensuring continuity and to obtain three dimensional vision with the help of Stereoscope. 7. Limitations of aerial photography ?  The shaking of aircraft affects the quality of photos  The aircraft requires open space for takeoff and landing  Picturisation of large area is not practical  Frequent landings for refueling increase the coast. 8. Geostationary Satellites  They orbit the earth at an elevation of about 36000 km above the earth  1/3 of the earth comes under its field of view  As the movement of these satellites corresponds to the speed of rotation of earth, it stay constantly above a specific place on the earth  Helps in continuous data collection of an area



Sun Synchronous Satellite  They orbit the earth at an elevation of 1000 kms above the earth’s surface  The field of view is less  Repetitive possible



data



collection



is



 Used data for collection on natural resources landuse and ground water  Used in telecommunication and for  Mainly used for remote sensing weather studies Purpose  INSAT  IRS 12
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9. Spectral Signature :- Each object reflects electromagnetic radiation differently. The amount of energy reflected by each object is its spectral signature. 10. Spatial Resolution :- The sensors in the satellites cannot recognize all objects on earth. The size of the smallest object on earth that can be recognized by the sensor is the spatial resolution of that sensor. 11. List the different sectors where remote sensing is used.  For weather observations  For ocean explorations  For understanding landuse  For the monitoring of flood and drought  For identifying forest fire in deep forests and to adopt controlling measures  To collect data regarding the extent of crops and spread of pest attack  For oil explorations  To locate places with ground water potential. 12. Geographic information system (GIS Softwares are used for preparing maps with the help of data collected through remote sensing and other methods of survey. These softwares are also used for incorporating more details in the maps and analyzing them for various purposes. This system is known as Geographic information system (GIS) spatial data and attributes are necessary for data analysis in GIS. 13. What is the convenience of using layers in GIS? Spatial information can be converted into different layers with the help of GIS Software. If we convert the earth’s surface features into layers we can easily prepare maps or tables of our preference from this. 14. Analytical capabilities of GIS a) Network analysis :- The linear features in the map such as road, railway and rivers are subjected to network analysis. The shortest route, routes without toll, routes with less traffic and petrol pumps, hotels and hospitals can be identified. b) Buffer analysis :- It is an analytical capability used for analyzing the activity around a point feature or at a definite distance along a linear feature. 13
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c) Overlay analysis :- It is used to identify the interrelationship of various surface features on earth and the changes they have undergone over a period of time. It is helpful in understanding the changes in the area of crops and the changes in landuse. 15. Uses       16. 



of GIs Compile data from different sources Update and incorporate data easily Conduct thematic studies Represent geographic features spatially Generate visual models of future phenomena Prepare maps, tables and graphs Global Positioning System (GPS) It helps sensing the latitudinal and longitudinal location and elevation of objects on the earth’s surface  In this system a series of 24 satellites placed at Six different orbits between the altitudes 20000 and 20200 km above the earth’s surface. The GPS requires signals from at least four satellites to display information like the latitude, longitude, elevation & time in it.



LESSON -7 INDIA LAND OF DIVERSITIES 1. Himalayan ranges are described as a natural barrier. Justify the statement ? or explain the significance of the northern mountain?  These mountain played an important role in moulding climate and human life in India.  It protect us from foreign invasion from the north since ancient times  Blocks the monsoon winds and cause rainfall throughout North India.  Prevent the dry cold winds blowing from the north from entering India during winter  Caused the emergence of flora & Fauna  Source region of rivers
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2. List the differences between rivers



the peninsular and Himalayan



Himalayan rivers  Originate from Himalayan mountain Eg. Indus, Ganga Brahmaputra  Extensive catchment area  Intensive erosion  Create gorges in the mountain region and take meandering course in the plains  High irrigation potential  Navigable along the plains  Flowing throughout the year



Peninsular rivers  Originate from the mountain ranges in the peninsular plateau  Comparatively smaller catchment area  Intensity of erosion is less  Do not create deep valleys  Less irrigation potential  Navigation potential is low  Dried out in summer  Mahanadi, Godavari, Krishna, Kaveri, Narmada , Tapti



3. Rivers in India River Indus (2280 km) Ganga (2500 km)



Brahmaputra (2900 km)



Chema-Yung dung glacier



Mahanadi (857 km)



Maikala Ranges (Madhya Pradesh)



1b, Tel



Bay of Bengal



Godavari (1465 km)



Nasik (Western ghats)



Indravathi, Sabari



Bay of Bengal



Krishna (1400 km)



Mahabaleswar (Western ghats)



Bhima, Tungabhadra



Bay of Bengal



Kaveri (800 km)



Brahmagiri Range (Karnataka)



Kabani, Amaravathi



Bay of Bengal



Narmada (1312 km)



Maikala Ranges (Chattishgarh)



Hiran, Banjan



Arabian Sea



Tapti (724 km)



Mutai Plateau (Maharashtra)



Ahar, Girna



Arabian Sea



4. Peninsular Rivers 15



Place of origin Tributaries Sea which it join Manasarovar lake Jhelum, Ravi, Arabian Sea (Tibet) Chenab, Beas, Sutlej Gaumugh Caves Yamuna, Kosi, Bay of Bengal Gomathy, son, Gandak, Ken, Chambal
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– Tista, Subansiri



Luhith, Bay of Bengal



West flowing



East Flowing



Narmada Tapti



Mahanadi Godavari Krishna Kaveri 5. The northern plains are the backbone of the Indian economy. Write your inferences by analyzing the statement? OR Northern plaints are densely populated. Give reasons? The Northern plain is formed as a result of the continuous deposition by the Himalayan rivers for thousands of years.  Extensive alluvial plain  Highly fertile soil  Variety of crops are cultivated here  It is one of the most densely or populated regions in the world  The network of roads, rails and canals are largely concentrated here because of the flat surface. 6. Write a short note on Peninsular Plateau?  It made of hard crystalline rocks  It includes variety of topography such as mountains, plateaus and valleys  Highest peak in this regions is the Anamudi (Idukki – 2695m)  It holds numerous deposits of diverse minerals (Store house of minerals)  Major portion of deccan plateau has been formed by the cooling of lava  Black soil is extensively found in this regions. As this soil is best suited for cotton cultivation, it is known as black cotton soil. 7. Coastal plains of India West coastal Plain East Coastal Plain  Between the Arabian Sea and  Between Bay of Bengal and the the Western ghats eastern ghats  From the Rann of Kutchh to  From sundarban delta to Kanyakumari Kanyakumari  Comparatively narrow  Comparatively wide  Lakes & Backwaters can be  Can be divided into north zircar found plain and coromandal coast  Can be divided into Gujarat  Deltas are formed coast, Konkan Coast & Malabar Coast 8. Write the factors influencing the climate of India.  Latitude  Physiography 16
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 Nearness to Ocean  Altitude 9. Seasons in India a) Winter Seasons  India experiences winter when the position of the sun is over the southern hemisphere  Snowfall is a common phenomenon  Days are generally warm and nights are severely cold in North India  The cyclones originating in the Mediterranean sea causes winter rainfall in the northern plains. It is much beneficial for the winter crops. b) Summer Season  Temperature in North India is very high compared to the southern region  India experience summer when the sun is over the northern hemisphere  Loo, Mango showers, Kalbaisakhi etc are some local winds experienced in India during this season. c) South west Monsoon  When the sun is over the northern hemisphere North Indian regions experience intense low pressure owing to the high pressure over the oceans wind blows from Indian Ocean to India.  The Arabian Sea branch of southwest monsoon wind reaches the coast of Kerala by early June causes heavy rainfall here  The Bay of Bengal Branch of the Monsoon advances northward and causes heavy rainfall there d) Northeast Monsoon Season (Retreating Monsoon)  Intense high pressure over the Indian ocean causes wind to blow from India to Indian ocean  It is a transition period between the rainy season and the forth coming winter  The days are unbearable due to high temperature and humidity (October heat)  It causes rainfall along coromandal coast. This is the main rainy season of Tamil Nadu.



LESSON -8 RESOURCE WEALTH OF INDIA 1. What geographical factors are favourable for the cultivation of diverse crops in India?  Diverse topography 17
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 Diverse soils and climate 2. Name the cropping seasons in India? Cropping Seasons Kharif



Period June to November



Rabi



November to March



Zaid



March to June



Major Crops Rice, Maize, Millets, Cotton, Jute, Sugarcane, Ground nut Wheat, tobacco, Mustard, Pulses Fruits and Vegetables



3. Write the geographical conditions required for the following crops Rice, Wheat and Maize a) Rice  Alluvial soil is most suitable for rice cultivation  It requires high temperature (above 24°C) and a good amount of rainfall (more than 150 cm)  Rice is being cultivated in regions with less rainfall with the aid of irrigation  River basins and coastal plains are the important producing regions b) Wheat  It is the second major food crop in India  Well drained alluvial soil is ideal for wheat cultivation  It requires 10°C to 26°C temperature and 75cm of rainfall  Wheat cultivation in India is mainly dependant on irrigation as it is a winter crop c) Maize  It is the third food crop in India  It is cultivated in both summer & winter  It requires 75cm of rainfall  Well drained fertile soil is ideal  Mainly cultivated in Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka, Rajasthan & U.P 4. Write factors that helped Mumbai to become the most important cotton textile centre?  Easy availability of raw materials  Cheap availability of power  Export and import possibilities of the Mumbai port  Fresh water availability  Human resource availability 5. Sugar mills are confined to sugarcane producing regions. Why?
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The sugarcane harvested must be immediately brought to the factories so as to extract the juice out of it. Otherwise the amount of sucrose in the Sugarcane might decrease. 6. Geographical Conditions required



Crop



Main Regions



Tea



Hill slopes Annual rainfall of 200250 cm Temperature - 25°C30°C Well drained soil Rich in humus content



Assam, West Bengal, Kerala, Tamilnadu



Coffee



Moderate temperature High rainfall



Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu



Sugarcane



Hot and humid climate Black Soil & Alluvial Soil



Maharashtra, Karnataka U.P & Tamil Nadu



Rubber



Temperature - 25°C Rainfall more than 150 cm Laterite soil



Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andaman & Nicobar islands



7.



Minerals



Metallic Minerals



Ferrous Metals



Non Ferrous Metals



Iron ore mangane se



Gold, Silver, Copper, Bauxite



Non Metallic Minerals



Mineral Fuel



Coal, Petroleum



Other Minerals Mica



8. Write the raw materials required for iron and steel industry ? Iron ore, coal, manganese, limestone & dolomite 9. What are the factors determine the site of the iron & steel industries  Availability of raw material 19
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Availability of water Availability of labour Transportation & export facilities 10. Write the short note on the mineral fuels Coal :  It is the major source of thermal power in India  It is used as industrial fuel  Most of the coal found in India is of medium grade of bituminous type  The largest coal field in India is Jharia in Jharkhand  The less energy efficient coal namely lignite is found in Neyveli in Tamil Nadu Petroleum & Natural Gas  Petroleum is the chief energy source of transportation  Numerous by-products are obtained from petroleum such as chemical fertilizers, artificial rubber, artificial fibres and Vaseline.  Largest of the mines is the Mumbai High in Maharashtra  Petroleum mining in India started at Digboi in Assam, Gujarat and Maharashtra are the major producers  Natural gas is the fuel obtained along with Petroleum. Exclusive reserves are exist along the coasts of Tamil Nadu & Andhra Pradesh 11. Non Conventional sources of energy Solar energy, wind energy, wave energy, tidal energy and biogas are the major non-conventional sources of energy. These cheap renewable and environment –friendly sources are given much priority in India because burning of fuels creates large scale environmental pollutions. 12. Roads



National Highways Linking the state capitals, major cities, ports etc. The union ministry is responsible for the construction and management of these roads



13.



20



State Highways



District road



Village roads



Connecting state capital with the district head quarters. State govt is responsible for the construction and maintenance of



Connecting the district head quarters with the important places within the district. These roads are built & maintained by the district



Ensuring the domestic movements within the village construction & maintenance are done by local self govt.



Golden Quadrangle Super Highway
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The six – lane super highways connecting the metropolitan cities in India such as Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, Kolkata are together named as the Golden Quadrangle Super Highway. The National Highway authority of India is responsible for such roads. 14.     15.



Write the common advantages of water transport The cheapest means of transport Suitable for large scale cargo transport Does not cause environmental pollution Most suited for international trade Air transport



The air traffic in India is under the control of Airport Authority of India. There are 126 airports including 11 International airports under this establishment. The international and domestic flight services are handled by the corporations Air India and Indian Airlines.



LESSON -9 FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND SERVICES 1. “Reserve Bank of India acts as a last resort to all banks in their financial matters” substantiate the statement on the basis of functions of the Reserve Bank of India ? Reserve Bank of India is the apex bank of India. It was established in 1935. Functions a) Printing of currency – All currencies except one rupee note are printed by the Reserve Bank of India. The one rupee note and its subsidiary coins are issued by the Central Finance Department. b) Controlling Credit – This is made possible by bringing about changes in the rate of interest. As rate of interest increases, volume of loans decreases and vice versa. c) Banker to Government – RBI accepts deposits from the government sanctions loans and renders other banking services to them. It does not charge any fees for these services. d) Banker’s Bank – It advise and assist all banks in their operations. It act as a last resort to all banks in their financial matters. It gives necessary directions to the financial institutions in the country. Functions of Reserve Bank



Printing of currency
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Controlling credit



Banker to government



Banker’s Bank



2.



Financial Institutions



Bank s



Commerc ial Bank



Cooperative Bank



Non banking Financial Institutions Developme nt Bank



Specialis ed Bank



Mutal fund Institutions



Insurance companies



Non Banking financial companies



3. Explain the basic function of banks?  Accept deposits from individuals, Institutions and govt.  Grant loans to individuals, institution and govt.  Give back the deposit amount with interest  Collect loan amount with interest 4. Functions of commercial banks    Accepting Deposits – from the public. It provides interest for the amount deposited    Providing loans – it provides different types of loans to individuals and institutions. The interest rate of loans will be higher than the interest rate of deposits. Interest rate depending on the duration of loan and its purpose  Bank loans are provided by accepting collateral (Physical assets – gold, property documents, fixed deposit certificate)  Majority of the banks provide locker facilities to individuals and institutions for keeping their valuable assets. (Gold, property documents)  Banks provide an opportunity to transfer money from anywhere  ATM facilities  It provide services like the payment of insurance premium, telephone & electricity bills and rendering services like bills and rendering services like mobile recharging & booking journey tickets. 5. Deposits
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Savings Geography Deposit



Current deposit



Fixed Deposit



Recurring deposit



a) Saving deposit :- Banks provide low interest rate for saving deposits. The depositor can withdraw the money from the deposit, subject to restrictions. b) Current deposit :- This deposits are used mainly by traders and industrialists. This type of deposits does not receive any interest. c) Fixed deposit :- The interest rate is calculated on the basis of the time period for which the money is deposited if the money is withdrawn only after the completion of the specific time period, then specified interest rate will be provided. d) Recurring deposits :- It receive a specific amount every month for a specified period of time. The interest rate will be higher than that of saving deposits but less than that of fixed deposits 6. Cash credit – Banks also provide loans by accepting salary certificates. The loans given to individuals and institutions by accepting such collaterals are called cash credit. 7. Overdraft – This is an opportunity for a customer to withdraw money over and above the balance in his / her account. It is provided to individuals who have frequent transactions with bank. 8. Electronic Banking (E- banking ) : It is a method by which all transaction can be carried out through net banking and tele banking. Any time banking, anywhere banking, net banking & Mobile phone banking are part of electronic banking.  Money can be sent and bills can be paid anywhere in the world from Home  Saves time  Low service charge 9. Core Banking (Centralized online Real-time Exchange banking) It is the facility which is arranged in such a way that the branches of all banks are brought under a Central server. So that banking services from one bank to another is made possible. By using this facility, an individual can send money from his bank account to his friends account elsewhere. 10. Functions of cooperative bank  Provide loans to the public  Protect the villagers from private money lenders  Provide loans at low interest rate  Encourage saving habit among people 23
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11. Features of development banks  Work as an agent that helps in the development of different sectors such as agriculture, industry and trade  Provide loans for construction of house, small scale industry and basic infrastructure development. 12. Explain the aims of Mahila banks, Payment banks and MUDRA banks ? Bharathiya Mahila Bank :- It was started in November 2013. Though the bank accepts deposits from all, it provides loans mainly to women. Payment Bank – It established to help the low income groups, small scale industrialist and migrated employees  Accept deposits upto only one lakh rupees from individuals  Provide interest on deposits as specified by the RBI  Do not provide loans  Charge a specific fee as commission for bank transactions  Debit card will be provided but no credit card 13. Evaluate how micro finance helps the common man? Micro Finance  It helps in encouraging savit habit amount the low income groups in the society and to seek self employment  It helps to increase the standard of living of the poor  Makes use of the individual potential for group development  Provides loans to members in need  Starts small scale enterprises 14. MUDRA Bank :- A recently introduced bank for providing short term loans is MUDRA Bank. It provides financial help to small scale entrepreneurs and micro finance 15. Function of Non Banking Companies  Provide loans for hire purchases  Provide loan for construction of house  Provide Gold loan  Provide loan on the basis of fixed deposits  Running chitty  KSFE is the major non banking financial company operating in Kerala 16. Mutual Fund Institutions It is a mode of investment. Common man is not always able to invest in the share market directly. This limitation can be overcome through mutual fund. Money is collected from various investors and is invested in share markets, and debentures. The profit or loss from this is distributed among the investors. 24
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17. EXIM bank of India – Provides loans for exporting and importing products SIDBI (Small Industries Development Bank of India) – Provides help to establish new small scale industries and to modernize existing industries. NABARD (National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development) – Apex bank in India which functions for the development of villages & agriculture provides financials assistance to agriculture, handicraft and small scale industries.



LESSON -10 CONSUMER – SATISFACTION AND PROTECTION 1. Consumption :- It is the satisfaction of human wants using goods and services 2. Consumer :- Consumer is a person who purchases and uses goods and services by paying or agreeing to pay a price 3. What are the situations in which the consumers are exploited ?  Selling low quality products  Adulteration  Charging excess price  Manipulation in weights and measures  Delay in making service available 4. What are the rights included in the consumer protection Act? Rights of the consumer as per the Consumer Protection Act -1986  The right to be protected against the marketing of goods and services which are hazardous to life and property  The right to be informed about the quality related aspects of goods and services  The right to have access to goods and services at fair prices  The right to be heard and to seek redressal at appropriate forums.  The right to consumer education. 5. The consumer courts guard consumer rights. Substantiate ? There may be situations in which the consumers are not satisfied with the dealings of the producers and distributors. Under such circumstances, they can approach the consumer courts for assisting or helping settle consumer disputes by various means including ensuring compensations for the consumers. 6. The structure of the district, state and national consumer courts? 25
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Consumer courts District consumer disputes redressal forum (compensation claimed does not exceed Rs. 20 lakhs) State consumer disputes redressed commission (Compensation claimed is above Rs. 20 lakhs upto rupees one crore)



Structure  Functions at district level  President and two members  At least one woman member



a) Legal Metrology Department



Ensures the weight and measures



   



Functions at state level President & two members At least one woman member State government has the right to appoint more members National consumer disputes redressal  Functions at national level commission  President & not less than four (compensation claimed exceeds members rupees one crore)  Central government has the right to appoint more members 7. Write the important features of consumer courts?  Simple procedures  Fast assurance of justice  Less court expenses  It is sufficient to submit before the court a written petition about the loss and damages faced by the consumer 8. Write the situations when complaints about consumer disputes can be filed?  When the purchased product is damaged or defective  Defective services received from Govt/non Govt / private institutions  Appropriation of price over and above the amount legally fixed  Violation of the prevention of adulteration law  Sale of products which are harmful to life and safety  Giving misleading advertisement for increasing sales. 9. Write the Acts for the protection of the consumers ?  Sale of Goods Act 1930 :- Violation of guarantee, warranty, after sale services etc comes under this Act.  Agricultural produce Act 1937 :- It is meant for determining the standard of agricultural products  Essential commodities Act 1955:- It protects the consumers from supernormal profit, hoarding and black marketing  Weight and measures Act 1976 :- It is helpful in preventing cheating in weights and measures. 10. Write the names of departments and institutions working for the protection of consumers interests?
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b) Food safety department c) Central Drugs price control committee d) Drugs Control Department e) Food safety & standard authority of india



standards Ensures the quality of food products Controls price of medicines Ensures the quality and safety of medicine Ensures the quality of food precuts at various stages like production, distribution storage sale and import. Need for consumer



11. education  Consumer education is necessary for the acquisition of right habits by the consumers  Helps to consume sensibly as per the wants  It helps to aquire information regarding products and services  It enables the consumer to make the right choice  Makes the consumer aware of his / her rights  Makes them capable of intervening in consumer disputes 12. What are the compensations for consumer disputes obtained through consumer courts?  Replacing product  Repayment of cash paid or excess amount appropriated  Monetary compensation for the loss  Direction to rectify the defects in services  Stopping harmful trade practices  Prohibition of the sale of harmful food items. ……………………….
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